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Introduction

For complex structured robots with 6 or more degrees of freedom,
there are infinite solutions to inverse kinematics problem. It usu-
ally takes a long time to consecutively compute the joint angles. It
increases robots’ response time and the dependency of high perfor-
mance computer, which decrease robots’ mobility. We designed an
FPGA based inverse kinematics method to accelerate the process-
ing. The key features are:
•Direct memory access(DMA) to connect external memory and
FPGA acceleration core

•Ability to handle high-speed streaming data
•Easy to customize the design via C++ code

Methods

The robot needs to minimize the distance(e) between end-
effector(s) and target(t) as best as it can.(Dmax is the maximum
distance in a single move of the end-effector.)[1]

e = fClampMag(t− s, Dmax), (1)

where
fClampMag(w, d) =



w if ‖w‖ ≤ d
d w
‖w‖ otherwise


(2)

Levenberg-Marquardt method [1] :

∆θ = (JTJ + λ2I)−1JTe (3)

To reduce the dimension of the second term,
∆θ = JT (JJT + λ2I)−1e (4)

Discussion

Future work:
•Avoid singularity problem.
• Increase ARM core’s functionality to increase the cooperation
between FPGA and ARM core.

• Implement this method to real robot and test the performance
in real scenario.

Implementation

Figure 1: System design and connections between PS and PL
Figure 2: Working principle of FPGA. All the arrows are computed simultaneously

Figure 3: Details of the implementation. Accelerated blocks are indicated in red

Benchmark Test Results

Target: 32-bit floating point inverse kinematics problem for 16 DOF robot
Number of test: 1000
Performance:
•MATLAB on Interl(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU @2.40GHz: 0.135ms
•Zynq-7000S device features a single-core ARM CortexTM-A9 processor @100MHz mated with Artix-7 based programmable logic:
0.357ms

Our board is 10 times cheaper, several times smaller. It works with lower frequency, but performs almost as good as a computer.
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